The existence of a shallow or virtual tetraquark state, c cūd, is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiquark exotic hadrons different from the ordinary mesons or baryons have been discussed and searched for many years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Motivated by the possible discovery of doubly charmed c c u/c c d baryons, [9] , we reconsider the c cūd tetraquark-the doubly charmed exotic state. We find that such a J P = 1 + state is likely to exist below or near the D * D thresholds, and may be the first stable/narrow exotic state to be discovered.
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II. Q Q ′qq′ STATES IN THE HEAVY QUARK LIMIT
Let T (Q Q ′qq′ ) denote a putative tetraquark state (it is denoted as X c in [4] ) consisting of two heavy quarks-Q, Q ′ = c or b-and two light quarks-q, q ′ = u, d. We are interested in genuine four quark "one bag states" with a "connected color network". make an ǫ µνγqµq ′ ν = (3) γ -an anti-diquark. The3 and 3 combine to give an overall color singlet state. Note that according to the well-known arguments, [13, 14] , in the large N c limit such a four-quark state is unstable against a decay into the two mesons, D and D * for instance. Alternatively, however, one can assume that the state T (c cūd) in the large The identity ǫ αβγ ǫ στ γ = δ ασ δ βτ − δ ατ δ βσ allows one to express the above tetraquark state as a superposition of two meson states, (Qq) etc., which are separately color singlets. If the Q Q ′ (andqq ′ ) colors are coupled symmetrically to6 (and 6) the analog of the Eq. (1) will have a plus relative sign.
In a "string picture" the chromoelectric fluxes are squeezed into thin "vortices" connecting the various (anti)quarks and/or junction points. In this case the various lines in Fig. 1 describe not only the color coupling but also the actual layout of the strings. The transition between the tetraquark (color connected-"one-bag" state) to the two-meson state can be pictorially described by shrinking the string bit connecting the two junctions, and then annihilating them via the above ǫ · ǫ contraction (Fig. 2 ). This naively would suggest the two-meson state, in which the above string bit has been eliminated, is lighter than the tetraquark state rendering the latter unstable since T (Q Q ′qq′ ) → Qq + Q ′q′ would be kinematically allowed.
However, the naive string picture may not apply to the ground state hadron considered here. Indeed we can directly show that T (Q Q ′qq′ ) is stable in the heavy quark limit (m Q,Q ′ → ∞). The Q and Q ′ would then bind into a3 via the perturbative one gluon exchange. The essentially coulombic interaction yields a binding energy O(α
Once m Q is sufficiently large this binding exceeds hadronic energy scales and possible bindings in the heavy-light Qq mesonic systems. This then ensures the stability against decay into two such mesons.
Unfortunately for this mechanism to generate stable tetraquarks m Q (much) larger than (m c ) m b is required. Detailed, and to some extent model dependent, considerations are thus 
IV. THE c cūd TETRAQUARK
Lacking a consistent first principle computational framework we appeal to the vast existing lore and literature. Thus to approach the problem of "color connected single bag" states one utilizes:
Averaging over the polarizations we get an expression like q 2 /(q 2 + µ 2 ) ≈ 1 − µ 2 /(q 2 + µ 2 ). The second piece becomes negligible as µ → 0 (except at q = 0) and the first piece contributes in configuration space a δ-function which clearly cannot be utilized in a reliable way for binding an extended object of interest.
ii) appropriate q/q −q long range interactions, or alternatively, an overall bag which confines the quarks into a single state;
iii) the chromomagnetic hyperfine pairwise interactions:
where σ i /λ i are the spin/color matrices of the (anti)quarks, and "|Ψ ij (0)| 2 " is the relative wave function at zero separation for a q iqj meson and more generally the probability of overlap of the two (anti)quarks considered.
Rather than attempting an ab initio calculation we adopt a more phenomenological approach. It utilizes known masses and insight from successful past calculations instead based on (i)-(iii) above in order to extrapolate to the c cūd mass.
We focus on the c cūd I = 0 state (rather then c cūū (c cdd) I = 1 states) since in both the tetraquark and deuson approach it is more strongly bound. The H. We thus consider the following putative double difference relation,
It assumes that the extra energy required for replacing a u (orū) quark by a u d (ūd) diquark in the presence of a c quark or (c c)3 diquark is the same. It is clearly true in the heavy quark limit. Indeed in this limit the compact tightly bound Q Q pair is like a heavier antiquark flavor. Equation (3) would then be analogous to the relation inspired by the heavy quark symmetry:
which holds very well.
To further motivate Eq. (3) 
where we utilized the color neutrality condition,
Similarly the H.F. interactions between the charmed quarks and theū ,d quarks in T (c cūd) cancel. Apart from an overall common factor |Ψ uc (0)| 2 /m u m c we have, using
The last expression is an operatorÔ A anti-symmetric under the exchange of the color degrees of freedom ofū andd. In the tetraquark state theū andd colors are also coupled antisymmetrically in forming the 3 (anti)diquark. As a result the total H.F. interaction energy between the light and the heavy quarks in the tetraquark has the form T A |Ô A | T A which vanishes since upon an exchange of color indices ofū andd this matrix element changes sign.
To complete motivating Eq. (3) we still need to show that the c u (and cū) H.F. interactions in Ξ ccu (1/2 + ) and in D 0 (0 − ) match. The latter is:
where we used σ c + σ u = 0 and λ c + λ u = 0.
The H.F. interactions in the doubly charmed baryon are however:
The second term above vanishes since, again,
so that we obtain:
where in the last step we used ( σ u + σ c1 + σ c2 ) 2 = 3/4 (since the lightest charmed baryon has spin 1/2) and ( σ c1 + σ c2 ) 2 = 2 (since the two charmed quarks are in 3 S state).
We find that the hyperfine (attractive) interaction in Ξ ccu (1/2 + ) and in D 0 (0 − ) do not exactly match but are slightly stronger in D 0 by
Thus by subtracting the physical lighter D mass we are actually causing an imbalance in Eq. (3) and an overestimate of m T (c cūd) . A corrected equation should therefore read:
While the masses of Λ c , D 0 and D 0 * are well known, this is definitely not the case for the doubly charmed baryons. The lowest SELEX peak appears in c c u (++) at 3460 MeV [9] .
Using this value in Eq. (10) yields
which is about 25 MeV below the D * D threshold.
Unfortunately the lowest peak in c c d (+) is at 3.52 GeV and not degenerate with the c c u peak as it should be by isospin invariance. We therefore choose the c c d (andūd) to 6 (6) of color-a coupling, which is clearly not allowed in a baryon. The restriction to the3 − 3 pattern may be well justified by the fact that it has a lower energy than the 6−6. Also there is no way to connect (6−6) ⇐⇒ (3−3) via a gluon exchange since the direct product 3 ⊗ 8 does not contain6. Nonetheless these channels can in principle mix, and allowing for such admixture to optimize the binding will lower the mass of the physical state.
c) The admixture of the "one bag" tetraquark state above and the "two bag" deuson state (which again occurs first in four-quark exotic states) will also, by the above mentioned variational argument, tend to lower the energy.
All the above suggests that if the SELEX peak at 3460 MeV is indeed the lightest double charmed baryon, we have a T (c cūd) state slightly below or slightly above threshold.
Specifically, if
we expect |ǫ| ≤ 30 ÷ 60 MeV .
V. PRODUCTION AND DECAYS OF T (c cūd)
We would next like to argue that if T (c cūd) has the above mass it may well be the first narrow exotic hadron to be discovered. The potential discovery depends jointly on (i) the rate of c cūd production [22] , and
(ii) the existence of decay modes which can provide a unique signature.
The production rates (at hadronic or e + e − colliders) of the state c cūd of interest are very small as all the following conditions should be met:
(a) Two pairs of charmed quarks (c 1 c 1 ) and (c 2 c 2 ) need to be produced.
(b) These pairs should be close spatially. Also c 1 from the first pair, and c 2 from the second should have small relative momenta in order for a a c 1 c 2 diquark to form. This suggests the following "double ratio" relation:
which is analogous to the double difference relation in Eq. (3).
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The ratio of the charmed baryon, Λ c , production and that of D's is roughly the same as in the case of strange baryons/mesons:
Hence we expect from Eq. (14)
namely that the T (c cūd) production rate is about 1/10 that of charmed baryons.
If T (c cūd) is to be discovered this tiny production rate needs to be compensated by There is some probability that the charm quark surviving after the first decay may be inside a D * so that an extra, slow pion emitted from the first decay vertex can combine with the 4-momenta of the second vertex particles to form a D * . Finally all particles from the two decay vertices should reconstruct a narrow T (c cūd) state below 2 m D .
In this case we will have an electromagnetic decay: Since T (c cūd, 1 + ) → D * D is an S-wave decay and no new quark pairs need to be created (as in K * → K π, for instance) one might expect a large decay width, Γ ≈ 300 MeV , as is the case withq i q jql q k exotics made of light quarks. Two factors may, however, reduce Γ(T (c cūd)). First we have a two-body decay phase space which is proportional to β or β * , the velocity of D or D * in the T (c cūd)'s rest frame, which unlike in the decays of light exotics may be significantly less than one:
Second, it may well be that the physical 1 + hadron of interest has a relatively small deuson component, |α| 2 :
with T (c cūd) being the "one bag" genuine four quark state. 
